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                    On this
                    FREE, confidential, no commitment phone call, you'll be connected with our admissions representatives, many of whom are currently in recovery. They can genuinely identify with what you're going through and know just how difficult it is to reach out for help.
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                                    Let’s check if your insurance provider will cover your treatment costs.
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                                            Your teen receives support while maintaining daily routines                                        
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                                            Recovery coaches, group sessions & family support                                        
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                                            Connect from a place you feel safe & comfortable                                        
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                                                        After completing my mentorship program with Lena, 25 years of “counseling” finally made sense. For me, the difference was being able to talk with someone on the same level, instead of to someone.                                                    

                                                    
                                                        Anonymous                                                    
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                                                        “Modern Recovery paired me up with a recovery coach that understood my background and interests, and I developed a great relationship with them while moving forward in early recovery.”                                                    

                                                    
                                                        Anonymous                                                    
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                                                        I am grateful for their services and I am still in contact with them today. I know modern recovery will be there for me if I ever need them! They are there to help and they want to help!                                                    

                                                    
                                                        Anonymous                                                    
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More than therapy- A complete program for teens in Tempe




Our teen IOP provides a deeper level of treatment than standard therapy. It’s suitable for teens who require more frequent support than just weekly sessions, but not 24/7 care. We offer various support methods to help guide your teen towards a brighter future.


            

        

        
                            
                    
                                                    
                                                                    
                                        

                                        
                                            Personalized therapy                                        

                                        
                                            	
                                                    Therapy is customized to your teen's specific needs, helping them progress toward recovery.                                                


                                        

                                    

                                                                

                                                    
                                                                    
                                        

                                        
                                            Group sessions                                        

                                        
                                            	
                                                    Teens bond with peers who understand their struggles and learn together for recovery.                                                


                                        

                                    

                                                                

                                                    
                                                                    
                                        

                                        
                                            Recovery coach                                        

                                        
                                            	
                                                    Our coaches, experienced in teen therapy, walk with your teen through every step of therapy.                                                
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                                        Your teen shouldn't have to struggle with mental health issues alone. At Modern Recovery Services, we’re here to offer support so your teen can thrive.                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    

Key benefits of IOP Program




Modern Recovery offers a personalized treatment plan focusing on teens—their challenges, goals, and future.




	💡 Mental clarity: Gives your teen tools and resources to navigate life’s hurdles.
	🧰 Adaptive coping skills: Prepares your teen for emotional issues associated with adolescence.
	❤️🩹 Stronger bonds: Helps strengthen family ties and foster deeper friendships.
	🧘🏻♀️ Mental health focus: Supports your teen through emotional issues and previous traumas.
	⚖️ Balanced living: Promotes both the physical well-being and emotional stability of your teen.
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                    Masters-level therapists

                    
                        Our therapists are all masters-level and experience helping teens in Tempe in an online environment.                    

                    
                        If you have specific questions about our team, therapists, or coaches, feel free to call or send a message.                    
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                        How to get started?                    

                

                
                    
                        The first step with our online teen intensive outpatient program is a straightforward 3-step journey, starting with a simple call or message.                    
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                                        1- The initial phone call                                    

                                    
                                        Share your teen’s experiences, delve into treatment alternatives, and discuss financial aspects.                                    
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                                        2- Pre-screening                                    

                                    
                                        Confirm the treatment modality and insurance coverage and gain insights into the upcoming journey.                                    
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                                        3- Start therapy                                    

                                    
                                        Complete the intake process, meet our staff, and begin treatment.                                    
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                                                    1- The initial phone call                                                

                                                
                                                    Share your teen’s experiences, delve into treatment alternatives, and discuss financial aspects.                                                
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                                                    2- Pre-screening                                                

                                                
                                                    Confirm the treatment modality and insurance coverage and gain insights into the upcoming journey.                                                
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                                                    3- Start therapy                                                

                                                
                                                    Complete the intake process, meet our staff, and begin treatment.                                                
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What we treat




In our intensive outpatient program for teens, we treat a variety of mental health conditions:









	Depression & bipolar disorder
	Anxiety disorders & PTSD
	Suicidal & self-harm thoughts
	Substance use disorders
	Other mental health conditions
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Family Involvement




Parents are crucial to the success of our Teen Intensive Outpatient Program. Recognizing their vital role, we ensure they are actively involved in their teen’s journey to healing.









	👨👩👧 Parent-child sessions: Deepen your connection and enhance communication with your teen.
	❣️ Teen health knowledge: Understand your teen’s emotions and discover ways to be supportive.
	🔁 Stay in the loop: Stay informed about your teen’s therapy progress.
	🏗️ Skills for home: Master techniques to boost your teen’s mental well-being at home.
	🤝 Decision partnership: Work together on decisions shaping your teen’s therapy and growth.
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Let’s take the next steps together




Our empathetic and skilled clinicians are prepped to assess and guide your teen to a brighter tomorrow in Tempe.


                

                
                    
                        Get help now                    
                

            

        

    
        
            
                
                    
                        Some of our IOP therapy methods                    

                

                
                    
                        To help teens effectively manage their challenges, we employ these key therapeutic approaches:                    
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                                            Cognitive Behavioral Therapy                                        

                                        
                                            This helps teens pinpoint negative thoughts and switch to positive ones.                                        
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                                            Exposure Therapy                                        

                                        
                                            This aids teens in addressing fears, enabling them to embrace a liberated and confident life.                                        
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                                            Dialectical Behavior Therapy                                        

                                        
                                            This helps teens tackle emotional challenges and develop closer bonds with others.                                        
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Request a consultation




Not ready to chat right now? No problem! You can request a consultation, and one of our admissions specialists will get in contact with you.




            

                For Immediate Attention Call Us

    
    
    
    
    
            
            (602) 737-2329        
    
    

                        

                        
                            
                
                        
							"*" indicates required fields

                        


                        First Name* 

Last Name* 

Phone Number*

Preferred Contact*Contact By
Phone me
Text me



Text Message Consent I consent to receiving private text messages from Modern Recovery.

Text Message Consent (required)* I consent to receiving private text messages from Modern Recovery.*
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Ready to get help?




Free call | We accept insurance.





	Get Started | (602) 860-6158
	



Take the first step toward feeling better today





	
		

		
			
			





			

		
	


							
              
														
						

						      
		
		
		
		
						

							

			
							

				

					

			

























































